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REVIEWS

Unmatched sound meets award-winning design

4466 CORE Omnidirectional Headset Microphone

4488 CORE Directional Headset Microphone

dpamicrophones.com/headset

Available in both omnidirectional as well as cardioid variants, these are the most advanced 5 mm headsets available. If you 
are looking for a one-size-fits-all, durable and flexible headset solution to capture clear and accurate sound while remaining 
comfortably in place, these are the right ones to choose.

Combine the renowned 5 mm capsules with CORE by DPA technology and the innovative, award-winning headset 
construction, and you have the next level in headset solutions. 
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News & Analysis
5  Leader 
6  News 
 News, studios, appointments 
11  New Products
 Featuring Lawo, DPA, SSL, L-Acoustics and more

Columns
16  Crosstalk — Rob Speight
 Rob talks to musician Matthew Herbert about his role in 

the Sound of The Year awards, and how important sound 
is to our physical and mental wellbeing

50  Playlist
 At the end of April, we lost the legendary engineer and 

producer Al Schmitt at the age of 91. So, in a special 
Playlist, we pay tribute to Al with a few personal memories 
of the man from our own Jeff Turner, and our picks from 
his absolutely stellar list of credits

Craft
24 Michelle Couttolenc and Jaime Baksht
 The mix team behind Sound of Metal talk to John Moore 

about sculpting the film’s unique soundscapes, being given 
creative freedom, and making sure the film sounded its 
best however it was going to be shown

28  Colin Newman
 Colin Newman of art-rock survivors Wire, talks to David 

Davies about the band's highly productive third act, and 
how gaining control of the means of musical production 
has allowed them to constantly find new leases of life

43 Mike Elizondo
 From classical studies to studio sessions for Dr Dre, 

songwriting, production credits, and then a move to his 
own studio in Nashville. Mike Elizondo’s career trajectory 
has never been predictable, but has always been upwards. 
George Shilling charts his rise

Technology
33 Vocal and Voiceover mics
 We take an overview of the market with a look at some 

classics and new contenders
40 Ambisonic mics
 Jon Thorton explores an old technology that’s seen a new 

lease of life, and a market that’s offered up a whole range 
of new options in the last few years 

46  Electro-acoustic Livestreams
Andrew Levine takes us through his planning and 
execution of a skeleton-crewed improvised performance 
livestream, that featured an interesting array of unusual 
instruments.
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